Assignment 9-5
1. The

position of a particle in the xy-plane is grven by x =

velocity vector at t = 4
b. the acceleration vector at
c. the speed of the particle at t = 4
d. the distance the particle moves between t =
e. the direction of the particle at f = 4
a. the

4tz

and.

y=

{r.

Find the following:

t:4

0 and t = 4

2. The position of a particle is given by x = tz and
a. the speed

!

= t3. Find the following:

ofthe particle at t =2

b. the direction of the particle at t =2
c. the distance the particle moves between t
d. the velocity vector at t =3

)l

and t = 4

. e. the acceleration vector at t = 4
3.

A particle moves in the xy-plane

time

so that at

and the particle's position vector at time r =

r

its velocity vector is

v(r)= (r' ,."r1r1)

0 is (Z,t).

What is the position vector of the particle when t =Z? Do not use a calculator.
b. What is the acceleration vector of the particle when t =2? Do not use a calculator.
c. What is the direction of the particle when t =l?
d. what is the distance the particle travels between r = 0 and t
=z?
e. When is the particle at rest?
f. What is the speed of the particle when t =2?
a-

4.

Aparticlemovesonthe ry-planesothatat time r itscoordinatesare x=t3

+r and y=t5-Zt2

Find its velocity vector at time t = 2.
5.

A calculator is allowed on this problem.
The position of an object rnoving or1 a curve is (x(r),7(r)) at tirne

;.

dx

,t

dt

2+t

ud

*=cos(/2

-r).

r.

ettime r = r, rheposition ofthe

object is

(2,+).

a. Find the position of the object at time r = 3.
b. Find the speed of the object at time , = 3.
c. Find the total distance traveled by the object over the interval I < r < 3 .
d. Find aq equation of the line tangent to the curve at time r 3.
=
e. Find the acceleration vector at time t = 3.

6. Givenaparametriccurvedefinedby x=

d

and

y=t+\,

a. Find the length of the arc of the curve on the

interval I <r < 6 .
Find an equation of the line tangent to the curve when / = l.
c. Is the curve concave upward or downward when t:2?
d. Give a rectangular equation for the curve.
elhow an inte$al setup with respect to the variable x that gives the length of the same arc as
that in part a.
b.

7. Find all points of hanzontal

and vertical tangency to rhe curye x

8. Find the tangents

for

(l

D.!-.1 +L^

at the pole
^-

r-

r:l+Zcos0.

d--.:--1^--:-.,-

r

,

:2-2cos0,

y =2sin(20).

